


The night I profoundly slept 

so comfortable on my bed

all was quiet in the house 

no rain or wind to make me arouse

I guess I talked too soon

because I heard a noise in the room.
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At first, I thought it was my mind 

if only I did not hear it one more time,

Maybe I should go back to sleep 

but then some fears began to heap

fears of creepy monsters under my bed

and some ghoulish ghost above my head.
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If for now I cannot sleep a bit 

I might as well investigate where is it,

I checked around then I did assume

that it is not inside this room

I grabbed a light and open the door

that noise must be around this floor.
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Outside my room it was the hallway 

long and dark it seemed to sway 

while my light illumned my path around

I approached the first door I found.

The first room seems dark, I ’m almost blind

but i hope I find an answer behind.
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It seems that the noise comes from here 

will I find the motives of my fear?

But this one was not the same I heard before

Is there another monster behind this door?

luckily, I realized one relieving thing

it was just mom and dad loudly snoring.
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Then I heard it once again

is probably here I said as I move in

This room was quieter than the other one

I wish this whole investigation is done 

But there it is one more time

that mysterious noise not where I’m.
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At the end of the hallway there is one more door 

apart from darkness I hope there is something more

I did hear some water drips falling on the floor

but nothing like what I heard before.

For a moment I thought the noise ceased

until I heard it nearby and increased.
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The noise seems to come from downstairs

the steps seemed risky, but who cares.

At this point all I can think about

is how it is getting loud and loud.

Fortunately, I made it through the stairs

now that mysterious noise my mind despairs.
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I went inside the kitchen and I find out

the noise is here, there is no doubt!!

then I heard it moved and did a leap

I guess I am never going back to sleep.

I heard it moving around the kitchen floor

before it stopped behind a cabinet ’s door.
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I moved in closely towards the cabinet ’s door

hopping to let this be an easy chore.

But then I stopped because I feel a fright

what if what is in here is something that will bite?

I guess is best if I move very slow

and that is what I did as I tiptoe.
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And as I opened wide the cabinet ’s door

I could not believe what was in store.

The reason behind all my fear

was something I never thought I will see here

Because this creature is indeed a terrifying one 

but surely not for everyone.
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I am just as surprised as you are

I cannot believe I came this far,

only to see a mouse eating some bread 

well I am tired now I better go back to bed.
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